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Cisco Learning Library
The fastest way to accelerate your Cisco expertise
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Benefits
• Practice what you learn with a 

wide array of virtual hands-on labs
• Reduce unplanned downtime 

with just-in-time troubleshooting
• Optimize your training 

investment with all the latest 
Cisco® courses

• Deploy new technologies 
faster to speed your digital 
transformation

• Accelerate your career 
development

You and your IT staff are the guardians of 
your network
You safeguard your organization’s data. You deploy critical services. If something breaks you 
fix it. Your business depends on you and your team to keep things running.

But how can you stay on top of the latest products and skills when technology changes 
so fast?

Cisco Learning Library gives you foundational knowledge and quick reference solutions for 
all your network needs. This new library includes the Cisco Platinum Learning Library and 
Cisco Technical Knowledge Library for one great price.

• Cisco Platinum Learning Library contains all of our certification, product, and technology 
training all in one place

• Cisco Technical Knowledge Library offers best practices, design guides, and live 
webinars, for fast answers to pressing questions

Now, for the first time, you can access to Cisco Learning Library for one low price.
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Accelerate your Cisco expertise
The Cisco Learning Library gives you the fastest, easiest access to Cisco’s technical expertise. This 
new library contains all our online product, technology, and certification training courses, fast answers 
to on-the-spot questions, and live webinars that spotlight hot topics:

• Cisco’s complete online technical training catalog
• Hands-on labs, assessments, and analytics
• Recommended technology training plans
• Customized, technology-focused user reports
• Best practices authored by Cisco engineers
• Test cases, benchmarking results, and best-practice recommendations
• Security alerts based on security feeds
• Webinar events delivered by Cisco experts

We update the library regularly, so you’ll always stay current on what’s hot with Cisco technologies.
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Subscribe today
To use the latest quick-reference material, 
you need foundational knowledge.

To use your foundational knowledge, you 
need the latest quick-reference material.

You and your IT team need subscriptions 
to Cisco Learning Library.

For more information, visit www.cisco.com/
learninglibrary.
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